Trek-Tech - ShotPod
ShotPod is the unique combination of a lightweight, height-adjustable walking/hiking staff with a fully integrated tripod and shooting
rest (ShotRest). ShotPod converts between its functions in just seconds.
If you want to use your ShotPod for shooting, photography and observation, consider a TrekPod or TrekPod II , both of which come with
a MagMount, then purchase an optional ShotRest. This combination will provide you with the most complete functionality at the
lowest total cost.
ShotRest is a premium shooting rest which magnetically mounts to a ShotPod using its ShotRest mount (both standard components of
ShotPod), or to a TrekPod or TrekPod II's MagMount.
ShotRest is instantly interchangeable with an optional cork or wood palm rest, or any
other device you would like to mount to a ShotPod or TrekPod using optional light- or
heavy-force Mag Adapters. ShotRest also mounts to Trek-Tech's VersaMount via a
MagMount or ShotRest mount, enabling seated shooting and
observations.
VersaMount makes your TrekPod an even more versatile tool! VersaMount enables
shooting from a seated or kneeling position; macro photography on TrekPod or tripod
leg; Seated long range observation with powerful spotting scopes.
MagMount is an industry-first magnetic quick-release camera and optical device ball
head mounting system originally developed for use on the TrekPod, but also available
as a separate accessory. It provides for the instant attachment of almost any camera,
spotting scope, or other device that is mounted via the industry standard ¼-20 threaded
mounting system in use on most tripods and monopods on the market today.
Try the TrekPod with MagMount system and see for yourself the fun and flexibility it
will add to your outdoor and photographic activities.
www.trek-tech.com

Product Evaluations...
NOT Paid Endorsements
Since 2000, Whitetai Fanatic’s Evaluation System has been providing
readers with an accurate and unbiased evaluation of products and
services intended for serious deer hunting enthusiasts. Evaluations
are measured to the highest standards available and are not
influenced by outside pressure. Hunter tested, hunter approved!
Evaluations are performed based on the following characteristics:
Quality • Performance • Price

